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24 Clailns. (Cl. 340-223) 
Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [J appears in the 

original patent but forme no part of this relssue specifi 
cation; matter prlnted in ltalics lndlcates the addltions 
made by reissne. 

The present invention relates to annunciator or alarm 
systems and more particularly to a visual annunciator 
system for indicating the presence of one or more ab 
normal conditions in a group of closely related variables, 
although many aspects of the invention have a much 
broader application. 
Wherever processes have closely interrelated variables, 

or where automatic machinery is equipped with safety 
shut-down devices, it is important to pin point quickly 
the source of trouble. On some process applications, the 
cause of trouble is dil'?cult to locate. When one variable 
goes off-normal, many others follow, producing a group 
Df alarms that require careful interpretation. On com 
plicated production machinery, any one of many factors 
nay cause automatic shut-down, and costly production 
time is wasted in seeking out the cause of trouble. 
One of the objects of this invention is to provide an 

mnunciator system wherein all abnormal interrelated 
fariables may be quickly identi?ed by visual or other 
neans and, further, wherein the first variable to become 
tbnormal is indicated so that the cause and effects of 
rouble in a system is immediately apparent to the 
iperator. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an an 

lunciator system wherein the first variable of a group of 
nterrelated variables to become abnormal is indicated by 
t distinguishing indication, and wherein the distinguish 
ng indication of the ?rst abnormal variable may be re 
noved and changed to another alarm indication so that 
he annunciator system is made ready for the identi?ca 
ion of the l'irst alarm of a subsequent series. 
A further object of the invention is to provide an an 

|unciator system for use with a number of closely inter 
elated variables wherein the first variable to become ab 
tormal is indicated by a distinguishing visual or other 
ndication, and wherein the distinguishing indication re 
nains even after the particular variable returns to a nor 
sal condition unless a reset switch is actuated, whereby a 
ecord of the abnormal condition remains until the opera 
or has logged such information. 
Still another object of the invention is to provide an 

nnunciator system of the above character which utilizes 
:lay control circuits of utmost simplicity and reliability. 
The present invention gives an immediate indication of 

ie cause of shut-down or otherwise off-normal condition 
y clearly identifying the ?rst-to-become abnormal var 
lble to occur in a group of interrelated variables and also 
y identifying the other abnormal variables which be 
ame abnormal following the first abnormal variable. 
`urther, it provides a ?exible means of grouping and re 
:tting the various annunciator units associated with the 
arious variables and presents the information in a man 
er such that a minimum amount of interpretation is re 
uíred to determine the causes and effects of trouble in 
ie system. 
In the preferred form of the invention a visual color 
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indication indicates abnormal conditions. When an off 
normal condition occurs, the first signal will cause a 
?ashing red indication and subseqent signals indicating 
related abnormal values will ?ash white. This is the 
alert stage and is accompanied by an audible signal. 
When the operator pushes an acknowledgment push but 
ton, the audible alarm is silenced, and both the red and 
white signals change from ?ashing to a steady-on condi 
tion. 

All signals lock-in on momentary contact until the sig 
nals are acknowledged. Then the white signals, indicat 
ing abnormal conditions occurring subsequent to the first 
to occur abnormal condition, will drop out as these white 
signal indicated conditions return to normal. The red 
signal, however, will not drop out until a reset push button 
is actuated so that a continuous record of the initial cause 
of the trouble is presented until this information can be 
logged. 

It is not uncommon for off-normal conditions to con 
tinue for extended periods of time. Normally, the exist 
ence of a red signal associated with one of a large number 
of interrelated variables will prevent a subsequent red sig 
na] from occurring in the annunciator units associated 
with variables of this group. Once the information on 
a ?rst to occur abnormal condition has been logged, the 
annunciator system may be cleared of the red signal by 
changing the red to a white signal, if the associated 
variable is still abnormal, so that the annunciator sys 
tem is not monopolizcd by the first group of interrelated 
variables which becomes abnormal. Thus, identi?cation 
of the ?rst alarm in a subsequent series of alarms may be 
obtained. 
The circuitry utiliaed with the present invention is 

such that the annunciators associated with a number of 
variables may be grouped together in any desired num 
ber of related groups quickly and easily. 

Other objects, advantages and features of the invention 
will become apparent on making reference to the specifi 
cation to follow and the drawings illustrating an ex 
emplary embodiment of the invention wherein: 

Fig. l is a circuit diagram of au annunciator system 
incorporating features of the invention; and 

Fig. 2 is a chart illustrating the operation of the cir 
cuit of Fig. l. \ 

It should be understood that although the particular 
relay circuitry to be described forms a specific aspect of 
the invention and the simplicity of the interrelationship 
of the various relay circuits shown in the drawings are 
highly advantageous, the broader aspects of applicant's 
invention are not limited to a few speci?c circuits for 
carrying out applicant's broad inventive concept since the 
latter is unique and novel in and of itself and has mate 
rially enhanced the annunciator field. 
The term "variable" used in the specification to follow 

means any variable quantity, whether the Variation is 
intended or not, such as the temperatures or pressures of a 
chemical process, the temperature conditions throughout 
different parts of a motor or generator, the voltage or 
current in different parts of an electrical system, etc. 
Also, the term “annunciator unit" refers to a related group 
of elements which are associated with a variable in such 
a manner as to indicate when the variable is either in a 
normal or abnormal condition. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated in the 

drawings shows two annunciator units 2 and 2' which are 
associated with interrelated variables. By “interrelated 
variables” is meant a group of variables wherein a varia 
tion of one of the variables may, under certain conditions, 
affect the condition of the other variable or variables. 
For example, in a chemical process, the pressure at one 
point in the process may aifect the temperature or pressure 
at another point in the system; in the case of a power 
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plant. a short circuit or overload in any particular circuit 
may result in an excessive temperature in the rotor or 
stator of the generator which produces the current. 

Although only two annunciator units are shown in 
the drawings, it is obvious and apparent that a much 
larger number of annunciator units would be associated 
together to form a related group of annunciator units 
which are tied together by various common busses and 
control switches, to be described. In the preferred form 
of the invention, visual means in the form of colored 
lighting units 4 indicate, respectively, the condition of 
the variable associated with the corresponding annun 
ciator unit. Each of the colored lighting units 4 in 
cludes a red light bulb 6 and a white light bulb 8. These 
lights may be mounted behind transparent or translucent 
name plates, or may be separately visible lights which 
are grouped together on the face of a control cabinet 
with appropriate identi?cation to indicate the process 
variables with which the lighting units are associated. 

Before proceeding with a description of the circuitry 
for controlling these lights, a description of the manner 
in which the lighting units are utilized and the various 
manually operable control switches will be discussed, so 
that the broader aspects of the invention will be clearly 
in mind before the details of the circuítry are discussed. 

Assume, for a moment, that a control panel contains 
eight annunciator units which are associated with eight 
corresponding interrclated variables, and that annuncia 
tor units 2 and 2' represent two of the eight annunciator 
units. Assume, further, that a fault originates with the 
variable associated with annunciator unit 2 and that be 
cause of this fault the variable associated with the an 
nunciator unit 2' also becomes abnormal while the re 
maining six annunciator units and variables associated 
therewith are undisturbed. With the occurrence of these 
abnormal conditions, an operator would be attracted to 
the light panel housing the lighting unit 4 by the sound 
ing of an audible alarm or bell 10. Means is provided 
for ?ashing the red light 6 of the indicating unit 2 asso 
ciated with the process variable which ñrst becomes ab 
normal. The flashing indication of the light ?ttracts the 
operator to the portion of the control panel housing the 
lighting units 4. Means is also provided for ?ashing 
the white light 8 of the annunciator unit 2' associated 
with the other abnormal process variable which became 
abnormal following the variable associated with the an 
nunciatorv unit 2. Conversely, if the variables associated 
with annunciator unit 2' was the source of the trouble, 
then the red light 6 of that unit would be flashing and 
the variables affected thereby would be ?ashing a white 
light. . 

The annunciator system of the present invention thus 
immediately apprises an operator as to which varíable 
of a group of interrelated variables is the probable source 
of trouble, and also indicates all of the variables which 
become abnormal following the ?rst abnormal variable. 
After making a note of the location of the present trouble, 
the operator depresses an acknowledge push button 12 
which changes the ?ashing red and white indications of 
the lighting units to a steady red and white light indi 
cation, respectively. The operator can then dispatch 
suitable personnel to investigate the trouble points in a 
system indicated by the annunciator units. As soon as 
the difhculty is corrected, the lighting unit 4 associated 
with the variable whose di?iculty followed from the ?rst 
abnormal variable will become unlighted to indicate that 
the fault or abnormal condition has been cleared in at 
least part of the system. The red light indication of the 
light 6, however, will not drop out until a reset push 
button 14 is depressed and the variable associated with 
the annunciator unit 2 has become normal again. If the 
variable associated with the annunciator unit 2 is still ab 
normal following the depression of the reset button 14, 
the indication of the lighting unit 4 of unit 2 will change 
from red to a steady-on white light upon the energiza 
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4 
tion of light 8. The purpose of this arrangement is to 
clear the red signal from the group of eight associa 
ted annunciator units so that a red signal may again ap 
pear to indicate the first signal of a subsequent series of 
alarms. 
A normally open test push button 26 is actuated to 

test the continuity of the various annunciator lights. 
The lighting units 4 and the audible alarm 10 are con 

trolled by a series of relay circuits illustrated in Fig. 
l. The energization of the relay circuits are in turn 
Controlled by a suitable source of A. C. or D. C. volt 
age 18, various push button contacts 12, 14 and 16, and 
by means including remote actuator alarm contacts 20 
and 20' associated with annunciator units 2 and 2'. The 
remote alarm contacts 20 and 20' are Controlled di 
rectly by suitable condition responsive means at the 
location of the variable to be indicated, and actuation of 
these contacts indicates the presence of an abnormal con 
dition. The condition responsive means for controlling 
these contacts may, for example, be thermostats where 
temperature variables are involved, or may be relays 
where current or voltage conditions are to be indicated, 
etc. The remote alarm contact 20 is shown as a nor 
mally open contact whereby the remote alarm contact 
20' is shown as a normally closed contact. Obviously, 
a relay system may be devised which operates on either 
a normally closed or a normally open contact. Power 
plants, for example, prefer to utilize normally open alarm 
contacts to minimize drain on the battery system used for 
encrgizing the annunciator circuits, and many chemical 
and other industries prefer to utilize normally closed 
alarm contacts. 
The description to follow will describe the operation 

of the annunciator unit 2 associated with the normally 
open alarm contacts 20, but it should be understood that 
the annunciator unit 2' utilizing a normally closed re 
mote alarm contact operates in substantially the iden 
tical manner and utilizes substantially the identical cir 
cuitry except for minor variations in the contact ar 
rangcment associated with a relay Controlled by these 
remote contacts. The relay coils and contacts of the 
annunciator units 2 and 2' which have corresponding 
functions have been given similar reference characters. 
Primes (') are used to show any elements which are 
structurally somewhat ditferent. 

Reference to the sets of contacts of the various relays 
will be made by identifying the contacts by the letters 
of the corresponding relay followed by the number of 
the contact set of that relay. Thus, for example, a ref 
erence to contacts A4 will indicate that the contacts A4 
are a fourth set of contacts actuated by relay A. Fur 
ther, a contact which is normally open (that is, opened 
when the relay is deenergized) is identi?ed by a pair of 
spaced parallel lines and a contact which is normally 
closed (that is, when the relay is unenergized) is identi 
fied by a pair of spaced lines with an inclined line bridging 
the said two spaced lines. 

All of the relay coils and contacts associated with an 
nunciator unit 2 are mounted together on a common 
chassis to form a unitary plug-in unit identi?ed by the 
reference numeral 22. Each plug-in unit has three relays 
associated therewith, namely an alarm relay A, which is 
initially energized upon the closing of the remote alarm 
relay contacts 20. a lockout relay L0 which is energized 
only if the relay A is the first relay of the associated 
group of annunciator units to become energized, and 
an acknowledgment relay B which is a normal ener 
gized relay which controls the ?ashing and steady-on 
conditions of the lights 6 and 8. The contacts of each 
of these relays are part of the energization circuit of 
other relays and of the lights 6 and 8 so that the ener 
gization of one of the relays has its effect on the other 
circuits of the annunciator unit in a manner to be 
described. 
The cireuit 23 associated wth the energization of re 
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lay A, hereínafter to be referred to as the alarm relay 
circuit, is coupled across common busscs P and N, re 
spectively, which busscs are connected to the opposite 
terminale of a suitable power supply 18. The P bus will 
sometimes be referred to as the positive bus and the N 
bus as the neutral or negativc bus. The alarm relay 
circuit 23 includes the remote alarm contacts 20 in series 
with the alarm relay A. and the remote contacts 20 close 
to energize the circuit 23 when the associated variable 
becomes abnormal. A holding circuit is established for 
relay A through normally open contacts ALand B1. 
The B relay is normally energized so that the B1 con 
tacts are closed when relay A is inítially energized so 
that even momentary abnormal conditions are registered 
by the annunciator unit. lf relay A is the first to be 
energized in a group of related annunciator units, then 
lockout relay L0 becomes energized through a lockout 
relay circuit 26 including positive bus P, the contact 
pair 14a of normally closed reset switch 14, a common 
reset bus FR, normally open contacts A3 which are closed 
since relay A is energized, relay coil LO, normally open 
contacts A2, normally open contacts B2 (relay B is then 
energized) and current limiting resistor 27 connected 
to the neutral bus N. The normally open contacts L02 
in parallel with normally open contacts B2 provide a 
means for holding the energization of relay L0 follow 
ing the depression of the acknowledge push button 12 
which deenergizes relay B and opens contacts B-2. 
Upon the initial energization of relays A and L0 in 

a manner just described, red light 6 Will be energized 
through a red light. circuit including positive bus P. the 
other normally closed contacts 14h of the reset switch 
14, normally closed acknowledge switch 12, a common 
bus C. red light 6, normally open switch contacts LOS 
which are now closed because relay LO is energized, 
normally open switch contacts B6 which are closed be 
cause relay B is energized, ?ashing switch bus F, and ?ash 
ing switch contacts 30 which are connected to the com 
mon neutral bus N. Flashing switch 30 is oscillated be 
tween its open and closed conditions by a ?ashing motor 
32 which is coupled across the terminals of the alarm 
bell 10. The alarm bell and ?ashing motor control cir 
cuit includes the alarm bcll 10 and tlasher motor 32 in 
parallel, the normally open contacts B4 and A4, the com 
mon bus C, the normally closed acknowledge and reset 
;Witches 12 and 14, and the positive bus P. Thus. on the 
energization of relay A, contacts A4 and B4 are closed 
which thereby energizes the audible alarm 10 and the 
?asher motor 32. Símultaneously, the red light 6 is 
ñashed on and off as the ?asher motor 32 alternates the 
"lashing switch 30. 
Besides the branch of the red light 6 just described, 

he low voltage side (a D. C. voltage source is assumed, 
aut. of course. A. C. could be used) of the contacts 
LOS is connected to the neutral bus N through normally 
:losed switch contacts B7 (which are inítially open) there 
›y establishing a transfer branch which becomes ener 
;ized when the acknowledge switch 12 is momentarily 
Jpened to change the red light frorn a ?ashing to a steady 
m condition. 

If relay A of the annunciator 2 was not the first relay 
'i of the grouped annunicator units to become energized, 
he lock-out relay LO does not become energized, where 
ipon normally open contacts LOS in the red light circuit 
tre open so that the light 6 remains unenergized. The 
ock-out relay in the annunciator unit which was first 
:nergized renders the lock-out relays of the other an 
iunciator units of the group inoperative by shorting the 
erminals of the latter lock-out relays in a manner now 
o be described. Therefore, only the red light in the first 
ictuated annunciator unit can be lighted. 
The by-passing of the lockout relays is effected by 

:oupling the reset bus FR to the low voltage point of 
he lockout relays of the annunciator units which are to 
›e rendered inoperative through a circuit including nor 
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6 
mally open contacts LO4 extending between the reset bus 
FR and a common grouping bus GB. The grouping bus 
GB connects with the low voltage side of the L0 relays 
of the annunciator units whose L0 relays are unener 
gized through normally closed lockout contacts 1.03 and 
normally open contacts B3, which are inítially closed 
because relay B is inítially energized. These latter lock 
out relays are thus by-passed or short circuited. 
Where the red light of annunciator unit 2 is on due to 

the energization of the associated lockout relay LO, the 
low voltage side of the latter relay is disconnected from 
the grouping bus GB by normally closed contacts L03. 

lf the lockout relay L0 of any annunciator unit is un 
energized, and the alarm relay A is energized, the white 
light 8 becomes energized through a circuit including 
positive bus P, normally closed reset and acknowledge 
switches 14 and 12, common bus C, white light 8, nor 
mally closed contacts LO7, normally open contacts A6, 
and normally open contacts B8 which are inítially closed, 
and the ?ashing bus F. The white light B thus ?ashes 
on and off when the relay A is energized and lockout 
relay L0 is deenergized. When the acknowledge button 
12 is depressed, the white light 8 is energized through an 
alternate branch including the normally closed switch 
contacts B9 leading to the neutral bus N, and the white 
light is then in a steady-on condition. 
The energization circuit of the acknowledge relay B 

includes positive bus P, normally closed reset and ac 
knowledge switches 14h and 12, common bus C, nor 
mally closed contacts A5 or alternately through holding 
contact B5, and relay coil B leading to the neutral bus 
N. Thus, relay B is energized through the normally 
closed contacts A5 or its own holding contacts B5 until 
either the normally closed acknowledge switch 12 or the 
normally closed reset switch 14 is open. When the 
acknowledge switch 12 is momentarily opened, relay B 
becomes deenergized since its holding contacts B5 open 
and normally closed contacts A5 are then open. The 
energization of the light 6 or 8, whichever is lit at that 
time, is then transferred from the ?ashing bus F to the 
neutral bus N through transfer contacts B7 or B9, which 
close upon the deenergization of relay B. 

lt can be seen that when the white light 8 is lit in a 
steady-on condition and the remote alarm contacts 20 
open due to the return of the associated variable to a 
normal value, that the relay A becomes deenergized since 
its holding circuit is open (contacts B1 were previously 
opened when acknowledge switch 12 was depressed). 
The light 8 will then become deenergízed as the normally 
open switch contacts A6 open. 
Whenever the A relay of an annunciator unit is the 

?rst to become energized, as stated before. the opening 
of the remote switch contact 20 does not deenergize the 
A relay because of the holding circuit established by the 
normally open relay contact LOl. Relay A in turn main 
tains the encrgization of the lockout relay L0 by means 
of the normally open contacts A3 so that the only way 
to extinguish the red light 6 once it has become energized 
is to open the reset switch contacts 14a which then de 
energizes the lockout relay. lf, when the reset switch 
14 is momentarily opened, the remote alarm contact 20 
is closed indicating the continued existence of an abnor 
mal condition, the red light becomes extinguished and the 
white light 8 becomes energized since the normally closed 
contacts 1.07 in series with the white light then is closed 
and the switch contacts A6 in the white light circuit re 
mains closed because relay A is held energized through 
the closed holding contacts LOI. The reset switch 14 
thus removes the red indication from the annunciator unit 
2 and clears the system for a subsequent series of alarms. 
For light testing purposes, energization circuits are es 

tablished to the various Iights through the normally closed 
switch contacts LO6 and A7 upon the depression of the 
normally open test switch contacts 16. A common test 
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bus T connects the test switch 16 to all of the L06, A7 
and A7' contacts of the annunciator units. 
As previously stated, the relay circuitry of the plug-in 

relay circuit 22' of the annunciator unit 2' is substantially 
identical to the relay circuit for annunciator unit 2 except 
that the plug-in unit 22' is utilized with normally closed 
remote alarm contacts 20' which open rather than close 
upon the occurrence of an abnormal condition. Ac 
cordingly, the alarm relay A', corresponding to the alarm 
relay A in the annunciator unit 2, is in a circuit which 
maintains the relay A' in an energized state when the 
associated variable is in a normal condition. The ener 
gization circuit of relay A' can be traced from positive 
bus P through the remote normally closed alarm relay 
contacts 20', through relay coil A' and through nor 
mally open holding contacts Al' leading to the neutral 
bus N. The relay A' is initially energized by the depres 
sion of the aclcnowledge switch 12 which energizes the 
acknowledge relay B, in the manner previously described 
in connection with the annunciator unit 2. When the 
relay B is deenergized and the associated variable is nor 
mal, the relay A' is energized through a circuit including 
positive bus P, normally closed alarm contacts 20', re 
lay coil A', and normally closed contacts LOl' and nor 
mally closed contacts B1 leading to the neutral bus N. 
The contacts LOl'. when opened upon the energization 
of lockout relay LOl, performs a similar function to con 
tacts LOl in annunciator unit 2. lt thus locks-out or 
maintains relay A' deenergized to lock-in a red light indi 
cation, if the associated variable is the first-to-become ab 
normal variable. 

Thus, the preferred form of the invention provides an 
annunciator system wherein the indication of the first 
variable of a group of interrelated variables to become 
abnormal is continuously indicated until a reset button is 
depressed. Then the red changes to a white light indica 
tion if the associated variable is still off-normal. With 
regard to variables which become abnormal following 
another variable, prior to the depression of the reset but 
ton 14 and subsequent to the depression of the acknowl 
edge push button 12, the return of a variable to abnormal 
will extinguish the associated white light. Prior to the 
depression of the acknowledge push button 12, however, 
all light indications are held even if the abnormal con 
ditions exist only momentarily. Grouping of annuncia 
tor units is simply effccted by tying in new plug-in 
annunciator units to the various common busses. 

It should be understood that numerous modi?cations 
may be made of the preferrcd form of the invention 
above described without deviating from the broader 
aspects of the invention. 

l claim: 
[1. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 

of abnormal variables in a group interrelated variables 
comprising means for providing two different alarm indi 
cations for each variable of said group, one indication in 
dicating that the associated variable is the ?rst of a series 
of said related variables to become abnormal and the 
other indication indicating that the associated variable 
has become abnormal subsequent to another variable of 
the series, and control means for said ?rst-mentioned 
means, said control means being responsive to the condi 
tion of the variable of said group for causing said first 
mentioned means to produce said one indication for the 
first-to-become abnormal variable and to produce said 
other indication for the variables which become abnormal 
subsequent to said ?rst-to-become abnormal variable] 

[2. An annunciator system for indicating the presencc 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising means for providing two different alarm in 
dications for each variable of said group, one indication 
indicating that the associated variable is the first of a 
series of said related variables to become abnormal and 
the other indication indicating that the associated vari 
able has become abnormal subsequent to another vari 
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8 
able of the series, control means for said ?rst-mentioned 
means, said control means being responsive to the con 
dition of the variables of said group for causing said 
first-mentioned means to produce said one indication 
for the first-to-become abnormal variable and to pro 
duce said other indication for the variables which become 
abnormal subsequent to said ?rst-to-become abnormal 
variable, and means for changing the alarm indication 
associated with the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable to 
another alarm indication if the latter variable has not 
returned to normal so as to clear the indicating means 
for a subsequent series of alarmsJ 

[3. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated vari 
ables comprising means for providing two different alarm 
indications for each variable of said group, one indica 
tion indicating that the associated variable is the ?rst 
of a series of said related variables to become abnormal 
and the other indication indicating that the associated 
variable has become abnormal subsequent to another 
variable of the series, control means for said ?rst-men 
tioned means, said control means being responsive to 
the condition of the variable of said group for causing 
said ?rst-mentioned means to produce said one indica 
tion for the first-to-become abnormal variable and to 
produce said other indication for the variables which be 
come abnormal subsequent to said first-to-become ab 
normal variable, and holding means for maintaining the 
alarm indication only for the variable which first be 
comes abnormal even though the associated variable 
returns to normal] 

[4. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 
dition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables, each of said condition-indi 
cating means being capable of producing two different 
colored alarm indieations, one of said colored alarm 
indications indicating that the associated variable is the 
?rst of a series of said interrelated group of variables to 
become abnormal and the other colored alarm indica 
tion indicating that the associated variable is abnormal 
following another abnormal variable of the series, ?rst 
alarm actuating means associated with each condition 
indicating means and responsive to the abnormal condi 
tion of the associated variable for effecting said one 
alarm indication and for rendering the ?rst alarm actu 
ating means associated with the other condition-indicat 
ing means of the group inoperative, second alarm actu 
ating means associated with each condition-indicating 
means and responsive to the abnormal condition of the 
associated variable for cffecting said other alarm indica 
tion, and means associated with each condition-indicat 
ing means for preventing the operation of said second 
alarm actuating means if the ?rst alarm actuating means 
is operativeJ 

[5. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 
dition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables, each of said condition-indi 
cating means being capable of producing two different 
alarm indications, one of said alarm indications indicat 
ing that the associated variable is the ?rst of a series 
of said interrelated group of variables to become abnor 
mal antLthe other alarm indication indicating that the 
associated variable is abnorrnal following another abnor 
mal variable of the series. ?rst alarm actuating means 
associated With each condition-indicating means and re 
sponsive to the abnormal condition of the associated 
variable for effecting said one alarm indication and for 
rendering the ?rst alarm actuating means associated with 
the other condition-indicating means of the group in 
operative, second alarm actuating means associated with 
each condition-indicating means and responsive to the 
abnormal condition of the associated variable for effect 
ing said other alarm indication, and means associated 
with each condition-indicating means for preventing the 
operation of said second alarm actuating means if the 
?rst alarm actuating means is operative] 
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6. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 
iition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
'elated group of variables, each of said condition-indi 
:ating means being capable of producing two different 
llarm indications, onc of said alarm indications indicat 
ng that the associated variable is the ?rst of a series of 
aid interrelated group of variables to become abnormal 
tnd the other alarm indication indicating that the asso 
:iated variable is abnormal following another abnormal 
'ariable of the series, first alarm actuating means asso 
`iated with each condition-indicating means and respon 
ive to the abnormal condition of the associated variable 
or effecting said one alarm indication and for rendering 
he ?rst alarm actuating means associated with the other 
ondition-indicating means of the group inoperative, sec 
'nd alarm actnating means associated with each condi' 
ion-indicating means and responsive to the abnormal 
`ondition of the associated variable for effecting said 
›ther alarm indication, means associated with each con 
iition-indicating means for preventing the operation of 
aid second alarm actuating means if the ?rst alarm 
ctuating means is operative, and manually operablc 
means for transferring operation from said ?rst alarm to 
aid second alarm actuating means whereby the condition 
tdicating means are cleared to indicate the ?rst abnor 
tal variable of a subsequent series of abnormal variables 
'ithin said group. 
7. An annunciator system comprising a group of 

ondition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
:lated group of variables, means for providing a ?rst-to 
ecome abnormal alarm indication on the condition-indi 
ating means which is associated with the variable of 
tid group which first becomes abnormal, means for 
roviding a second alarm indication on the other condi 
on-indicating means which are associated with variables 
hich become abnormal following another variable, man 
ally operable acknowledgment means for changing said 
rst and second alarm indications to another and respec 
vely different alarm indication which indicates that the 
arms have been acknowledged, means operative after 
le actuation of said acknowledgrnent means for holding 
nly the alarm nidication indicating the ?rst variable to 
:come abnormal even though the associated variable 
?turns to normal, and resetting means for removing the 
arm indications of the condition-indicating means asso 
ated with the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable if that 
triable has returned to normal and for changing the 
arm indication of said latter condition-indicating means 
the associated variable has not returned to normal so 
at the annunciator system is cleared to receive alarms 
i the first of a subsequent series of variables to become 
mormal. 
[8. An annunciator system comprising a group of 
mdition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
lated group of variables, means for proving a first-to 
:come abnormal alarm indication on the condition-indi 
ting means which is associated with the variable of 
id group which ?rst becomes abnormal, means for pro 
ding a second alarm indication on the other condition 
dicating means which are associated with variables 
rich become abnormal following another variable, and 
eans for removing the alarm indications of the condi 
m-indicating means associated with the ?rst-to-become 
normal variable if that variable has returned to nor 
al and for changing the alarm indication of said latter 
ndition-indicating means if the associated variable has 
t returned to normal so that the annunciator system 
cleared to receive alarms on the ?rst of a subsequent 
'ies of variables to become abnormal] 
[9. An annunciator system comprising a group of 
ndition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
ated group of variables, means for providing a ?rst-to 
come abnormal alarm indication on the condition-indi 
?ing means which is associated with the variable of 
d group which ?rst becomes abnormal, means for 
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10 
providing a second alarm indication on the other condi 
tion-índicating means which are associated with variables 
which become abnormal following another variable, and 
means for changing the alarm indications of the indicat 
ing means associated with ?rst-to-become abnormal vari 
able to another alarm indication so that the annunciator 
system is cleared to receive alarms on the ?rst of a sub 
sequent series of variables to become abnormal] 

10. An annunciator system comprising a group of 
condition-indicating means to be associated with an 
interrelated group of variables. means for providing a 
?rst-to-become abnormal alarm indication on the con 
dition-indicating means which is associated with the 
variable of said group which ?rst becomes abnormal, 
means for providing a second alarm indication on the 
other condition-indicating means which are associated 
with variables which become abnormal following another 
variable, manually operable acknowledgment means 
for changing said ?rst and second alarm indications to 
another and respectively different alarm indication which 
indicates that the alarms have been acknowledged, and 
means operative after the actuation of said acltnowledg 
ment means for holding onlythe alarm indication indi 
cating the ?rst variable to become abnormal even though 
the associated variable returns to normal. 

11. An annunciator system comprising a group of 
condition-indicating means tobe associated with an in 
terrelated group of variables, means for providing a 
?rst-to-become abnormal alarm indication on the condi 
tion-indicating means which is associated with the vari 
able of said group which ?rst becomes abnormal, means 
for providing a second alarm indication on the other 
condition-indicating means which are associated with 
variables which become abnormal following another vari 
able, manually operable acknowledgment means for 
changing said ?rst and second alarm indications to an 
other and respectively different alarm indication which 
indicates that the alarms have been acknowledged, 
means operative before the actuation of said acknowledg 
ment means for holding the alarm indications of all 
abnormal variables, and means operative after the actua 
tion of said acknowledgment means for holding only 
the alarm indication indicating the ?rst variable to be 
come abnormal even though the associated variable re 
turns to normal. 

[12. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising means for providing two different alarm indi 
cations for each variable of said group, one indication in 
dicating that the associated variable is the ?rst of a series 
of said related variables to become abnormal and the 
other indication indicating that the associated variable 
has become abnormal subsequent to another variable of 
the series, control means for said ?rst-mentioned means, 
said control means being responsive to the condition of 
the variables of said group for causing said ?rst-men 
tioned means to produce said one indication for the first 
to-become abnormal variable and to produce said other 
indication for the variables which become abnormal 
snbsequent to said ?rst-to-become abnormal variable, and 
means for changing the alarm indication associated with 
the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable to said other alarm 
indication if the latter variable has not returned to normal 
so as to clear the indicating means for a subsequent 
series o_f alarms] 

13. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising ?rst means for each variable for providing 
a ?rst alarm indication indicating that the associated 
variable was the ?rst of the group to become abnormal. 
second means for each variable for providing a second 
alarm indication indicating that the associated variable 
became abnormal following the ?rst-to-become abnormal 
variable, respective circuits for controlling the energiza 
tion of said first and second alarm indicating means, an 
alarm relay for each variable having contacts in the 
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cnergization circuits of the associated alarm indicating 
means and adapted to prepare said circuits for energiza 
tion when said alarm relay is in a ?rst abnormal-indi 
cating position and to disable said circuits when the relay 
is in a second normal-indicating position, means for 
Operating said alarm relays respectively into said ?rst 
and second posítions when the associated variables are 
respectively abnormal and normal, a lock-out relay and 
an energization circuit therefor for each variable and 
having contacts in the energization circuits of the asso 
ciated alarm indicating means, which contacts are adapt 
ed to energize the prepared energization circuit of the 
associated ?rst [a prepared one of said] alarm indicat 
ing means and to disable the prcpared energization cir 
cuit of the [other] associated second alarm indicating 
means when said lock-out relay is in one position. and 
to energize the prepared energization circuit of the [said 
other prepared one of the] associated second alarm in 
dicating means and to disable the prepared energization 
circuit of [said one] the associated ?rst alarm indicating 
means when said lock-out relay is in another position, 
each alarm relay having contacts [on] in the energiza 
tion circuit of the associated lock-out relay for energiz 
ing the same when the alarm relay is in said first posi 
tion and for disabling the same When the alarm relay 
is in the second position, and a lock-out relay disabling 
line common to all of the lock-out relays, which line 
is connected to a terminal of each lock-out relay through 
contacts of the same, said last-mentioned contacts being 
opened when the associated lock-out relay is in said 
other position and are closed when said lock-out relay 
is in said one position, and each lock-out relay having 
by-passing contacts connected between said common 
lock-out relay line and the other terminal of said lock 
out relay when the associated alarm relay is in said 
?rst alarm-indicating position, whereby the actuation of 
the lock-out relay associated with the variable which 
?rst becomes abnormal into said one position disables 
all of the other lock-out relays. 

l4. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal varíables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising ?rst means for each variable for providing a 
?rst alarm indication indicating that the associated 
variable was the ?rst of the group to become abnormal, 
second means for each variable for providing a second 
alarm indication indicating that the associated variable 
became abnormal following the ?rst-to-become abnormal 
variable, respective circuits for controlling the energiza 
tion of said ?rst and second alarm indicating means, an 
alarm relay for each variable having contacts in the 
energization cireuits of the associated alarm indicating 
means and adapted to prepare said circuits for energiza 
tion when said alarm relay is in a first abnormal-indi 
cating position and to disable said circuits when the 
relay is in a second normal-indicating position, means 
for Operating said alarm relays respectively. into said 
?rst and second positions when the associated variables 
are respectively abnormal and normal, a lock-out relay 
for each variable having contacts in the energization 
circuits of the associated alarm indicating means, which 
contacts are adapted to energize the prepared energiza 
tion circuit of [a prepared one of said] the associated 
?rst alarm indicating means and to disable the prepared 
energization circuit of the [other] associated second 
alarm indicating means when said lock-out relay is in 
one position, and to energize the prepared energization 
circuit of the [said other prepared one of the] asso 
ciated second alarm indicating means and to disable the 
prepared energization circuit of [said one] the associated 
first alarm indicating means when said lock-out relay is 
in another position. means responsive to the operation 
of each alarm relay into said ?rst position for actuating 
the associated lock-out relay into said one position and 
responsive to the operation of each alarm relay into 
said second position for actuating the associated lock-out 
relay into its other position, and means responsive to 
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the operation of each lock-out relay into said one po 
sition for disabling the other lock-out relays. 

15. An annunciator system comprising respective 
alarm-light means to be associated with an interrclated 
group of variables, each of said alarm-light means being 
capable oƒ producing two di?erent visual indications, 
one of said visual indications indicating that the asso 
ciated variable is the ?rst of a series of interrelated group 
of variables to become abnormal and the other visual 
indir'atíon indicaling that the associated variable is ab 
nornml following another abnormal variable of the series. 
?rst alarm-light actuating means associated with each 
alarm-light means and responsive to the abnormal con 
dition of the associated variable for e?ccting said one 
visual indication and for rendering the first alarm-light 
actuttting means associated with the other alarm-light 
means of the group inoperative, second alarm-light ac 
tuating means associated with each alarm-light means 
and responsivc to the abnormal condition of the asso 
ciated l'ariable for e?ecting said other visual indication. 
and means associated with each alarm-light means ƒor 
preventing the operation of the associated second alarm 
light actuating means if the associated ?rst alarm-light 
actuating means is operative. 

16. An annunciator system comprising a group of 
condition-indicating means to be associated with an in 
terrt'lated group of variables, each oƒ said condition 
indicating means being capable of producing at least 
two alarm indications, one of said alarm indications in 
dicating that the associated variable is the first of a 
series of said interre?ated group of vuriables to become 
abnormal, first alarm actuating means associated with 
each condition-indicating means and responsive to the 
abnormal condition oƒ the associated variable for e?ect 
ing said one alarm t'ndication and for rendering the first 
alarm actuating means associated with the other condi 
tion-indicating means of the group inoperative to effect 
said one alarm indication, second alarm actuating means 
associated with each condltion-indicating means for 
e?ecting the other alarm indication, and manually op 
crable means operative each time it t's actuated to trans 
fer operation from said ?rst alarm to said second alarm 
actu'ating means while the ?rst-to-become abnormal 
variable remains abnormal, whereby the condition-in 
dicating means are clenred to indicate the first abnormal 
variable of a subsequent series of abnormal variab?es 
within said group. 

I7. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 
dition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables, means for providt'ng a first-to 
become abnormal alarm indication on the condition-indi 
cating means which is associated with the variable of said 
group which ?rst becomes abnorma?. means for províding 
a second and a third alarm indication on said respective 
condition-indicating means, monnally operable acknowl 
edgment means for changing said ?rst to become abnormal 
alarm indication to said second alarm indication to indi 
cate that the alarm has been acknowledged, means opera 
tive after the actuation of said acknowledgmt'nt means for 
holding the alarm indication indicating art acknowledged 
?rst-to-become abnormal variable even though the asso 
ciated t'ariable returns to normal, and resetting means for 
removing the alarm indication of the condition-indicating 
means associated with the first to become abnormal vari 
able iƒ that variable has returned to normal and ƒor chang 
ing an acknowledged alarm indication to said third alarm 
indication iƒ the associated variable has not returned to 
normal so that the nnnunciator system is c?eared to receive 
alarms of the ?rst of a subsequent series of variables to 
become abnormal. 

1'8. A n annuncíator system ('omprising a group of con 
dition-indicnting means to be associated with un inter 
related group of variables, means for automatically pro 
viding a first to become abnormal alarm indication on the 

15 condition-indicating means which is associated with the 
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variable oƒ said group of variables which first becomes 
abnormal, means providing a second alarm indication on 
a condition-indicating means which second alarm indica 
tion also indt'cates a ?rst-to-become abnormal variable, 
manually operable acknow?edgment means for changing 
said first alarm indication to said second alarm indication, 
holding means for holding said ?rst and second alarm 
indications even though the associated variable returns 
to normal, and manually operable reset means for remov 
ing said alarm indications for variables which have re 
turned to normal. 

19. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 
dition-indicating means' to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables, first alarm actuating means 
for automatically providing a ?rst-to-become abnormal 
alarm indication only on the condition-indicating means 
which is associated with the variable of said group which 
first becomes abnormal, second alarm actuating means for 
providing a second alarm indication on each of said con 
dition-indicating means, and manually operable resetting 
means operative each time it is actuated to operate said 
second alarm actuating means to change the alarm indi 
cation of said condition-indicating means to said second 
alarm indication only if the associated variable has not 
returned to normal, so that the annunciator system is 
cleared to receive alarms on the ?rst of a subsequent 
series of variables to become abnormal. 

20. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising alarm indicating means for each variable for 
providing an alarm indication indicating that the asso 
ciated variable was the first of the group to become abnor 
mal, ?rst-to-become abnormal alarm actuating means 
associated with each of said alarm indicating means and 
responsivc to the abnormal condition of the associated 
variable for e?ecting the energization of the associated 
alarm indicating means, and for rendering the alarm actu 
ating means associated with the other alarm indicating 
means of the group inoperative while the ƒirst-to-become 
abnormal indication remains, manually operable resetting 
means for removing the ?rst-to-become abnormal alarm 
indication for a variable which has returned to normal, 
means for holding the ?rst-to-become abnormal indication 
until actuation of said manually operable resetting means, 
and means for disabling operation of the alarm actuating 
means associated with still abnormal variables which be 
came abnormal subsequent to the ?rst-to-become abnor 
mal variable when the first-to-become abnormal indication 
is removed. 

21. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising alarm indicating means for each variable for 
providing an alarm indication which indicates that the 
variable is the ?rst of a series of variables of the group 
to become abnormal, an alarm relay and an energization 
circuit therefor associated with each alarm indicating 
means, said relay assuming a first position when the asso 
ciated variable is abnormal and having a second or nor 
mal position, a lock-out relay and enerigization circuit 
therefor for each alarm indicating means, an acknowledg 
ment or third relay and an energization circuit therefor 
for each alarm indicating means, an energization circuit 
for each of said alarm indicating means, a holding cir 
cuit for said alarm relay including holding contacts of 
the alarm relay and contacts of said lock-out and said 
third relays adapted to hold the alarm relay in its ab 
normal position when either the lock-out relay or said 
third relay is in a first position thereoƒ, the energization 
circuit of said lock-out relay including contacts of the 
alarm relay and of said third relay which result in the 
actuation of said lock-out relay to said first position there 
of when said alarm relay is initially actuated to its abnor 
mal position and said third relay is in said first position, 
said lock-out relay also having holding contacts in its 
energization circuit which hold the lock-out relay in said 
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?rst position independent of the position of said third 
relay, the energization circuit of said third relay includ 
ing contacts of said alarm relay which actuate said third 
relay to said first position thereoƒ when the alarm relay 
is in its normal position, the energization circuit of said 
third relay also including holding contacts of said third 
relay which hold the same relay in said first position, 
momentarily manually operable acknowledge switch 
means for momentarily operating the third relay to a 
second position, a momentarily manually operable re 
setting switch for also momentarily Operating said third 
relay to said second position and said lock-out relay to 
a second position, the energization circuit of said alarm 
indicating means each including contacts of the associ 
ated lock-out relay which are adapted to operate said 
alarm indicating means to a ?rst-to-become alert abnor 
mal indicating position only when the lock-out relay is 
in said first position and contacts of said third relay 
and other apparatus for Operating said alarm indicating ¬ 
means to indicate an acknowledged condition only when 
said lock-out relay is in said first position and said third 
relay is in said second position, and a lock-out circuit 
responsive to the operation of said lock-out relay to its 
first position to disable operation of all other lock-out 
relays in the system thereby maintaining the lattcr relays 
in their second position to prevent a ?rst-to-become ab 
normal indication for variables which become abnormal 
following the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable. 

22. An annunciator system for indicating the presencc 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising alarm indicating means for each variable for 
providing an alarm indication which indicates that the 
variable is the ?rst of a series of variables of the group 
to become abnormal, an alarm relay and an energization 
circuit therefor associated with each alarm indicating 
means, said relay assuming a ?rst position when the asso 
ciated variable is abnormal and having a second or nor 
mal position, a lock-out relay and energization circuit 
therefor for each alarm indicating means, a third relay 
and an energization circuit therefor associated with each 
alarm indicating means, an energization circuit for each 
of said alarm indicating means, the energization circuit of 
said lock-out relay including contacts of the alarm relay 
and oƒ said third relay which result in the actuation of 
said lock-out relay to said ?rst position thereof when said 
alarm relay is initially actuated to its abnormal position 
and said third relay is in said ?rst position, said lock-out 
relay also having holding contacts in its energization cir 
cuit which hold the lock-out relay in said ?rst position 
independent of the position of said third relay, the ener 
gization circuit of said third relay including contacts 
of said alarm relay which actuate said third relay to said 
?rst position thereoƒ when the alarm relay is in its normal 
position, the energization circuit of said third relay also 
including holding contacts of said third relay which hold 
the same relay in said first position, a momenturily man 
ually operable resetting switch for momentarily opcrating 
said third relay to said second position and said lock-out 
relay to a second position, the'energization circuit of said 
alarm indicating means each including contacts of the 
associated lock-out relay which are aadpted to operate 
said alarm indicating means to a ?rst-to-bccome alert 
abnormal indicating position only when the lock-out relay 
is in said first position, and a lock-out circuit responsive 
to the operation of said lock-out relay to its first position 
to disable operation of all other lock-out relays in the 
system thereby maintaining the latter relays in their sec 
ond position to prevent a ?rst to become abnormal indi 
cation for variables which become abnormal following 
the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable. 

23. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising alarm indicating means for each variable for 
providing an alarm indication which indicates that the 
vart'able is the first of a series oƒ variables of the group 
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to become abnormal, an alarm relay and an energization 
circuit therefor associated with each alarm indicating 
means, said relay assurning a first position when the 
associated variable is abnormal and having a second or 
normal position, a lock-out relay and energization circuit 
therefor for each alarm indicting means, an acknowledg 
ment or third relay and an energization circuit therefor 
associated with each alarm indícating means, an energiza 
tion Circuit for each of said alarm indicating means, the 
energization circuit of said lock-out relay including con 
tacts of the alarm relay and of said third relay which 
result in the actuation of said lock-out relay to said first 
position thereof when said alarm relay is initially octu 
ated to its abnormal position and said third relay is in 
said ?rst position, said lock-out relay also having holding 
contacts in its energization circuit which hold the lock 
out relay in said first position independent of the position 
of said third relay, the energization circuit of said third 
relay including contacts of said alarm reiay which actu 
ate said third relay to said first position thereof when 
the alarm relay is in its normal position, the energization 
circuit of said third relay also including holding con 
tacts of said third relay which hold the same relay in 
said first position, momentarily manua?ly operable ac 
knowledge switch means for momentarily operating the 
third relay to a second position, the energization circuit 
of said alarm indicating means each including contacts 
of the associated lock-out relay which are adapted to 
operate said alarm indicating means to a ?rst-to-become 
alert abnormal indicating position only when the lock-out 
relay is in said first position, and contacts of said third 
relay and other apparatus for operating said alarm indi 
cating means to indicate an acknowledged condition only 
when said lock-out relay is in said first position and said 
third relay is in said second position, and contacts of said 
third relay and other apparatus for Operating said alarm 
indicating means to indicate an acknowledged condition 
only` when said lock-out relay is in said first position and 
said third relay is in said second position, and a lock-out 
circuit responsive to the operation of said lock-out relay 
to its first position to disable operation of all other lock 
out relays in the system thereby maintaining the latter 
relays in their second position to prevent a first-to-be 
come abnormal indication for variables which become 
abnormal following the first to become abnormal vari 
able. 

24. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising first means for each variable for providing 
a first alarm indication indicating that the associated vari 
able was the first of the group to become abnormal, re 
spective circuits for controlling the energization of said 
?rst alarm indicating means, an alarm relay for each vari 
able having contacts in the energization Circuit of the 
associated alarm indicating means and adapted to prepare 
said circuit for energization when said alarm relay is in a 
first abnormai-indicating position and to disable said 
circuit when the relay is in a second normal-indicating 
position, means for Operating said alarm relays respec 
tively into said ?rst and second positions when the asso 
ciated variables are respcctively abnormal and normal. a 
lock-out relay for each variable having contacts in the 
energization circuit of the associated alarm indicating 
means, which contacts are adapted to energize the pre 
pared energization circuit of the associated ?rst alarm 
indicating means when said lock-out relay is in one posi 
tion, and to disablc the prepared energization circuit of 
the associated ?rst alarm indicating means when said 
lock-out relay is in another position, means responsive 
to the operation of each alarm relay into said ?rst posi 
tion for actuating the associated lock-out relay into said 
one Position and responsive to the operation of each 
alarm relayI into said second position for actuating the 
associated lock-out relay into the other position, and 
means responsive to the operation of each lock-out relay 
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;gta said one position for disabling the other lock-out re 

ys. 
25. An annnnciator system comprising a group of con 

dition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables. each of said condition 
indicating means being capable of producing at least 
one alarm indication which indicates that the asso 
ciated variable is the first oƒ a series of variables to be 
come abnormal. ?rst alarm actuating means associated 
with each condition-indicating means and responsive to 
the abnormal condition of the associated variable for 
e?ecting said one alarm indication and for rendering the 
first alarm actuating means associated with the other con 
dition-indicating means of the group inoperative, each 
of said alarm actuating means including an alarm relay 
and associated control circuitry for Operating said alarm 
relay to abnormal and normal positions, respectively, and 
a lock-out relay and control circuitry therefor including 
contacts of said alarm relay which are arranged to op 
erate said lock-out relay to a first position when the alarm 
relay is in its abnormal position, a disabling circuit asso 
ciated with each lock-out relay including contacts of the 
associated lock-out relay which disable operation of the 
other lock-out relays to their first positions when the asso 
ciated lock-out relay is in its ?rst position, circuit means 
for preventing operation of the lock-out re?ays associated 
with still abnormal variables which became abnormal 
following the first-to-become abnormal variable to said 
first positions thereof when the alarm relay associated 
with the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable returns to 
its normal position. and an energizing circuit for each 
condition indicating means including contacts' of the as 
sociated alarm and lock-out relays which energize the 
condition indicating means when said relays are respec 
tively in said abnormal and D?rs't positions. 

26. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising means for providing two di?erent alarm in 
dications for each variable of said group, one indication 
indicating that the associated variable is the ?rst of a 
series of said related variables to become abnormal and 
the other indication indicating that the associated variable 
has become abnormal subsequent to another variable of 
the series. control means for said first-mentioned means. 
said control means being responsive to the condition of 
the variables of said group for causing said first-men 
tioned means to produce said one indication for the first 
to-become abnormal variable and to produce said other 
indication for the variables which become abnormal sub 
sequent to said ?rst-to-become abnormal variable, and 
manually operable reset control means operative each 
time it is actuated to change the alarm indication asso 
ciated with the first-to-become abnormal variable to said 
other alarm indication if the latter variable has not re 
turned to normal so as to clear the indicating means for 
a subsequent series of alarms. 

27. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelating variables 
comprising alarm indicating means associated with each 
variable for providing a first alarm indication indicating 
that the vairab?e is the first of a series of variables to be 
come abnormal and a second alarm indication indicating 
that the variable became abnormal following another 
variable in said series of variables, control means for said 
?rst-mentioned means, said control means being respon 
sive to the condition of the variables of said group for 
causing said first-mentioned means to produce said first 
alarm indication for the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable 
and to produce said second alarm indication for the vari 
ables which became abnormal subsequent to said first-to 
become abnormal variable, said control means including 
means for automatically removing the alarm indication on 
the alarm indicating means associated with a variable 
which became abnormal following the ?rst-to-become 
abnormal variable of said series of variables and which 
has returned to normal. and holding means for maintain 
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ing the first-to-become abnormal alarm indication on the 
alarm indicating means associated with a ?rst-to-become 
abnormal variable even though the variable has returned 
to normal. 

28. An annunciator system comprising a pair of sepa 
rate, electrically-operated, condition-indicating means 
associated with each variable and capable of prodacing 
di?erent alarm indications, one of said alarm indications 
indlcating that the associated variable is the first of a 
series of said interrelated group of variables to become 
abnormal and the other alarm indication indicating that 
the associated variable became abnormal following an 
other abnormal variable of the series, ?rst alarm control 
cirucit means controlling operation of one of the con 
dition-indicating means of each of said pair of condition 
indicating means and responsive to the abnormal con 
dition of the associated variable by energizing the asso 
ciated one condition-indicating means and by preventing 
energization of the condition-indicating means controlled 
by the first alarm control circuit means associated with 
the other pairs of condition-indicating means. second 
alarm control circuit means controlling the energization 
of the other condition-indicating means of each of said 
pair of condition-indicating means and normally respon 
sive to the abnormal condition of the associated variable 
by energizing the latter condition-indicating means, and 
each of said second alarm control circuit means including 
means for preventing energization of said associated other 
condition-indicating means if the associated one condi 
tion-indicating means is energized. 

29. An annnnciator system comprising a group of 
condittbn-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
related group of variables, means for providing a ?rst 
to-become abnormal alarm indication on the condition 
indicating means which is associated with the variable of 
said group which first becomes abnormal, means for 
providing a second alarm indication on the other condi 
tion-indicating means which are associated with variables 
which become abnormal following another variable, and 
reset means operative each time it is actuated to remove 
the alarm indications of the condition-indicating means 
associated with the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable 
?f that variable has returned to normal and to change the 
rlarm indication of said last-mentioned condition-indi 
rating means if the associated variable has not returned 
ro normal so that the annunciator system is cleared to 
'eceive alarms on the ?rst of a subsequent series of varia 
bles to become abnormal. 
30. An annunciator system comprising a group of con 

lition-indicating means to be associated with an inter 
'elated group of variables, means for providing a ?rst-to 
become abnormal alarm indication on the condition 
'ndicating means which is associated with the variable 
›f said group which first becomes abnormal, means for 
øroviding a second alarm indication on the other condi 
“ion-indicating means which are associated with variables 
vhich become abnormal following another variable, and 
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18 
means operative each time it is actuated to change the 
alarm indication of the indlcating means associated with 
the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable to another alarm 
indication so that the annunciator system is cleared to 
receive alarms on the first of a subsequent series of varia 
bles to become abnormal. 

3l. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising means for providing two different alarm 
indications for each variable of said group, one indica 
tion indicating that the associated variable is the first 
of a series of said related variables to become abnormal 
and the other indication indicating that the associated 
variable has become abnormal subsequent to another 
variable of the series, control means for said first-men 
tioned means, said control means being responsive to the 
condition of the variables of said group for causing said 
first mentioned means to produce said one indication for 
the ?rst-to-become abnormal variable and to produce said 
other indication for the variables which become abnormal 
subsequent to said ?rst-to-become abnormal variable. 
and means operative each time it is actuated to change the 
alarm indication associated with the first-to-become ab 
normal variable to said other alarm indication if the 
latter variable has not returned to normal so as to clear 
the indicating means for a subsequent series of alarms. 

32. An annunciator system for indicating the presence 
of abnormal variables in a group of interrelated variables 
comprising alarm indicating means for each variable for 
providing an alarm indication indicating that the asso 
ciated variable was the first of the group to become ab 
normal, ?rst-to-become abnormal alarm actuating means 
associated with each of said alarm indicating means and 
responsive to the abnormal condition of the associated 
variable for e?ecting the energization of the associated 
alarm indicating means and for preventing operation of 
the other of said alarm indicating means of the group. 
means for removing the ?rst-to-become abnormal alarm 
indication for a variable which has returned to normal and 
means for preventing operation of said alarm indicating 
means associated with still abnormal variables which 
became abnormal subsequent to the ?rst-to-become ab 
normal variable when the first-to-become abnormal indi 
cation is removed. 
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